1. The mP - Radiology PACS feature allows providers to review diagnostic images and dictated reports performed in the Radiology Department.

2. mP - Radiology PACS may be accessed through the Menu within a patient’s chart.

3. The Disclaimer advises providers NOT to use the Radiology PACS image views from mP - Radiology PACS to determine diagnostic interpretation.

4. To filter by modality and/or date/time, select the appropriate option from the drop-down list located by the blue Filter button.

5. Column Headers
   - **Order Type** – displays the order name
   - **Order Date/Time** – displays the date/time that the order was placed
   - **Completed Date/Time** – displays the date/time that the order was completed
   - **Report** – displays the status of the dictated report. Click the report status for the appropriate diagnostic test to view the report.
   - **McKesson PACS** – displays the appropriate modality icon for each diagnostic test listed.
   - **Ordering Provider** – lists the provider who ordered the diagnostic test.

6. To view a PACS image, click the Image icon of the selected Radiology study. Any images on that Order will then be displayed in Change Healthcare Enterprise Viewer (CHEV).

7. There are multiple PACS image viewing tools within CHEV on both the top tool bar and the right click menu; including window/level, Cine, Reset, etc… No measurements or image modifications are ever saved within CHEV.

8. Click the Detail View; or Story View tabs to go to “All Studies” to toggle between viewing a list of available images and exams available within McKesson CHEV.

9. Click the Close icon to return to the mPage home page.

**NOTE:** Change Healthcare Enterprise Web Viewer integrated with the MLH EMR is a zero-footprint web viewing PACS application, meaning that there is no software download required. The Imaging Reports are available within the PowerChart and also are available when you click the View Documents button off of the Detail View Exam List.